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Περίληψη/ Abstract 
 
In this talk, I discuss one of the chapters of my recently published book Greek Language, Italian Landscape: Griko and the 

Re-storying of a Linguistic Minority, in which I trace the transformation of language ideologies and practices of Griko, a 

variety of Modern Greek used in Grecìa Salentina, in the southern Italian region of Apulia. Based on ethnographic and 

linguistic data collected in Grecìa Salentina and Greece, I recount the story of Griko, highlighting the effects of the interplay 

of language ideologies and policies promoted by the European Union, Italy, and Greece.  

Building on the chapter titled ‘Debating Griko: The Current Languagescape’, in this talk I present the multilingual landscape 

where Griko, the local Romance variety (Salentine), Italian, and Standard Modern Greek (SMG) coexist in a dialogical 

relationship; more specifically, I focus on the multiple ‘language ideological debates’ (Blommaert 1999) which the lack of a 

Standard Griko generates among speakers, activists, local cultori del griko (Griko scholars) and locals at large. My claim is 

that by debating how to transcribe Griko and/or whether to rely on Italian, Salentine, or SMG to integrate its limited 

vocabulary, they reveal their understandings about the role of Griko in the past and their projection of its role in the present-

future. The past indeed emerges as an ideological terrain for community self-understanding and representation highlighting 

the multiple relations that locals entertain with it through Griko, and with Griko through its pasts, revealing what I call ‘the 

cultural temporality of language’.  

Moreover, processes of minority language standardization, renewal, and/or revitalization remain entangled in globally shared 

political and economic dynamics. Such language ideological debates are therefore deeply embedded in the demands of the 

present, while speakers of minority languages are often confronted with the expectation to reproduce the dominant 

ideologies that inform the construction of national languages—together with the attendant challenges. By considering in 

depth locals’ ideologies with respect to Griko’s authenticity, in this talk I therefore fill out the cultural temporality of language 

through which perceptions of morality and aesthetics intermingle with affect, which poses constant challenges to language 

standardization, change, and to sporadic attempts at renewal. My analysis reveals the repercussions of these debates on 

community dynamics, and the power struggles that have intensified through the current revival of Griko. It ultimately shows 

that the role that locals envisage for Griko on its path to the future remains vigorously contested. 
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